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Abstract

Multi-modal image fusion (MMIF) integrates valuable
information from different modality images into a fused one.
However, the fusion of multiple visible images with different
focal regions and infrared images is a unprecedented chal-
lenge in real MMIF applications. This is because of the
limited depth of the focus of visible optical lenses, which
impedes the simultaneous capture of the focal information
within the same scene. To address this issue, in this pa-
per, we propose a MMIF framework for joint focused inte-
gration and modalities information extraction. Specifically,
a semi-sparsity-based smoothing filter is introduced to de-
compose the images into structure and texture components.
Subsequently, a novel multi-scale operator is proposed to
fuse the texture components, capable of detecting signifi-
cant information by considering the pixel focus attributes
and relevant data from various modal images. Addition-
ally, to achieve an effective capture of scene luminance and
reasonable contrast maintenance, we consider the distri-
bution of energy information in the structural components
in terms of multi-directional frequency variance and infor-
mation entropy. Extensive experiments on existing MMIF
datasets, as well as the object detection and depth estima-
tion tasks, consistently demonstrate that the proposed al-
gorithm can surpass the state-of-the-art methods in visual
perception and quantitative evaluation. The code is avail-
able at https://github.com/ixilai/MFIF-MMIF.

1. Introduction
Multi-modal image fusion (MMIF) techniques play a

crucial role in computer vision by integrating valuable in-
formation from diverse sensors. These techniques pro-
vide a comprehensive and detailed interpretation of scenes
for advanced vision tasks such as target detection [6, 40,
47], semantic segmentation [2, 5, 32], and pedestrian re-
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Figure 1. Application of multi-modal images to object detection
and depth estimation tasks.

identification [12]. Take the infrared and visible image fu-
sion (IVIF) task for example, visible sensors perform well
in well-lit scenes, capturing rich textures and details. How-
ever, they lose information in low light or harsh conditions
such as smoke or rain. In contrast, thermal imaging cameras
are less susceptible to outside interference and can capture
thermal radiation from a target, but they lack sensitivity to
complex scene details.

In recent years, a number of fusion algorithms have been
developed in the field of IVIF. They can be broadly clas-
sified into deep learning (DL)-based methods [9, 16, 36]
and general fusion methods [19, 20, 51]. DL-based meth-
ods employ neural networks to emulate human brain func-
tions. By learning from extensive datasets, these models es-
tablish connections and utilize deep features to reconstruct
fused images rich in intricate details. Currently, various net-
work modules initially designed for low-level vision tasks
have been successfully adapted to IVIF tasks. These mod-
ules include Attention Mechanisms [3,24,26], Dilated Con-
volutions [11], Encoder-Decoder Models [22, 44, 49], and
Generative Models [13, 23, 27]. General fusion algorithms
can be divided into multi-scale transform (MST) [4, 14]
and saliency-based [29, 30] algorithms. The MST algo-
rithm decomposes the source image into multiple scales and
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directions, integrates them using fusion rules, and recon-
structs the fusion coefficients. The better scale-awareness
of such methods is also accompanied by higher computa-
tional costs. The saliency-based algorithm preserves salient
regions from different source images using a saliency map
and fusion weights, reducing pixel redundancy and improv-
ing fusion result visual quality.

Although the algorithms [4, 15, 29, 36, 37] mentioned
above can deliver high-quality fusion results, they usually
assume that the scene information captured by the visible
imaging device is always in focus and sharp. However, in
real situations, owing to the limitations of optical lenses,
only objects within the depth of field can be considered.
As shown in Fig. 1, the challenge arises when the visible
image’s focus area is incomplete, leading to difficulties in
accurately providing target and depth information for ad-
vanced tasks. Therefore, when the camera fails to capture
all the target information in the scene simultaneously, mul-
tiple sets of data must be captured to ensure that all the tar-
get information is within the focus area. To address these
challenges, we propose a focusing information integration
framework for the MMIF. This framework aims to simulta-
neously integrate clear pixel information from different fo-
cusing regions and salient pixel information captured from
different modalities. Our method decomposes the source
image into texture and structure components. For texture fu-
sion, we employ a salient feature extraction operator guided
by Gaussian and Laplacian pyramid levels, capturing salient
details across scales. We also utilize multi-directional fre-
quency variance and information entropy to identify high-
energy pixel information in the structure components. The
contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a focused integration framework for
MMIF. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first at-
tempt to address the multi-focus interference for MMIF
task, accurately achieve simultaneous synthesis of focused
and multi-modal information.

(2) We propose a feature extraction operator based on
pyramid scale separation, which fully considers both pixel
focus attributes and saliency to effectively capture the dis-
tribution of details in each source image.

(3) We generate a dataset which integrates the multi-
focus image fusion and MMIF tasks, effectively reflected
the defocus fusion challenge in MMIF realworld applica-
tions and provided a new benchmark for evaluating and im-
proving existing algorithms.

(4) Experimental results yield highly competitive perfor-
mance on multiple computer vision tasks such as MMIF,
as well as object detection and depth estimation, with both
subjective and objective evaluations demonstrating the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Related Work

2.1. DL-based methods

In the field of IVIF, deep learning has emerged as a pow-
erful tool, harnessing its strong representation learning ca-
pabilities and high adaptability [24, 28, 43, 48, 50]. For ex-
ample, Tang et al. [37] proposed a semantic-aware real-time
IVIF framework that leveraged a segmentation network to
predict the segmentation result of a fused image, allowing
semantic loss to be constructed. This loss is then utilized
to guide the training of the fusion network through back-
propagation. Ma et al. [36] presented a Darkness-free IVIF
algorithm that ad-dresses the issue of degraded illumina-
tion features in source images. Their approach involved the
design of a scene illumination network that effectively re-
moved the degraded features. Furthermore, the algorithm
focused on enhancing the visual quality of the fusion re-
sults by leveraging the unique characteristics of different
modal images. Zhao et al. [49]proposed an IVIF algorithm
combining convolutional neural network and transformer,
which can effectively model cross-modal images and distin-
guish between public and private features between different
modal images. Liu et al. [23] tackled the challenges of IVIF
in target detection, and proposed a target-aware dual adver-
sarial learning fusion network and a commonly used detec-
tion network that utilizes a generator and dual discrimina-
tors to learn commonalities between different modal images
in order to effectively retain salient pixel information within
the scene.

2.2. Semi-sparse filter

Recent studies [46] show that sparse priors in edge-
preserving filters can effectively achieve segmented con-
stant filtering outcomes, preserving sparse features like sin-
gularities and edges. However, the sparsity assumption
may fail in regions with sparse features and polynomial-
smoothing surfaces. Based on the above, Huang et al [10]
demonstrated that a smoothing function constructed using
a semi-sparse prior can be applied to the case of sparsity
prior failure, and this semi-sparse minimization scheme is
expressed as follows:

min
u

∥u− Zf∥22 + α

n−1∑
k=1

∥∥∇ku−∇k(Zf)
∥∥2
2
+ λ ∥∇nu∥0

(1)
where f and u denote the input and output images, respec-
tively, the weights Z [10] specify the confidence map of
the spatial variation of the smoothness, α and λ are the bal-
anced weights, which are set to 0.8 and 0.05, respectively.
∇n represents the n-th (partial) differential operator. In the
proposed algorithm, we set n=2 as the highest order of reg-
ularization. Finally, we can express the semi-sparsity filter
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Figure 2. The flowchart of the proposed method.

(SSF) as follows,
u = SSF (f) (2)

where SSF(·) represents the semi-sparsity filtering operator;
detailed information about this filter can be found in [10].

3. Proposed Method
Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the proposed algorithm; it can

input two visible images with different focus regions as well
as a corresponding infrared image and then output a fused
image with a clear full scene and rich feature information.

3.1. Image decomposition

The edge-preserving filter can effectively smooth most
of the texture and structure information in the source im-
age, while maintaining the intensity of the structured edges.
To better distinguish the pixel points representing different
feature information in the image, we first decomposed the
source image using SSF. The visible images f1 and f2 in
different focus regions and the corresponding infrared im-
ages f3 are input, the operation for acquiring structural layer
S is as follows:

Sm = SSF (fm) (3)

where m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, Sm represents the structural layers
corresponding to different source images, and the texture
layers are computed as follows,

Tm = fm − Sm (4)

where Tm denotes the texture layers.

3.2. Significant feature fusion

3.2.1 Texture layer fusion

The fusion of texture information relies on detecting fo-
cused and sharp detail information as well as on leverag-
ing complementary information between different modal
images. To address this challenge, we designed a novel
feature extraction operator comprising of two key compo-
nents, global gradient information detection and multiscale
feature extraction. These components work together to ef-
fectively extract and integrate texture details from input im-
ages. First, we obtain the gradient information of the tex-
ture layer using a global gradient detection operator, which
is represented as follows:

GM∗,m = r∇T∗,m − (2∇T∗,m + 0.01)p (5)

where ∇T∗ (∗ ∈ {x, y}) represents the gradient of T along
the x-axis or y-axis, p is a constant that is set to 0.8, and
r = p × e

p
2−1. We utilized the discrete differential oper-

ators [−1, 1] and [1,−1]T to calculate the gradients along
the x-axis and y-axes, respectively. Guided by the gradient
information, we can effectively extract the clear details of
the focus.

To detect complementary information across different
modal images, we propose a scale feature extraction op-
erator based on Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids. The
Gaussian pyramid generates a multi-scale representation by
consistently downsampling the image. Contrastingly, the
Laplacian pyramid is derived from the Gaussian pyramid
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and represents the residual between the Gaussian pyramid
image and the upsampled image from the previous level. By
exploiting the inherent scale-separation property of a Gaus-
sian pyramid, we can effectively extract feature information
at various scales. Given an input image T , it is decomposed
into N scales Gl, l ∈ {0, 1, ..., N} by using a Gaussian
pyramid, where G0 = T . Each level of the Laplace pyra-
mid corresponds to Ll, l ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}, and our goal
is to detect the significant pixel information of the image
guided by the scale k (0 < k < N ). The detailed process is
shown below:

SMm =

1∑
k=N−1

√
SF (Gm,k) + SF (Lm,k) (6)

where Gm,k and Lm,k represent the k-th Gaussian and
Laplace pyramids corresponding to the texture layer Tm,
respectively. SF (·) represents the spatial frequency oper-
ator [8] used to detect significant feature information and
SM represents the significance measure map. Additionally,
Gm,k and Lm,k are upsampled after each feature extraction
to recover the same size as the previous layer. Finally, by
combining the global gradient and significance measures,
the novel feature extraction operator proposed in this study
can be expressed as follows:

TMm = SMm ×
√
GM2

(x,m) +GM2
(y,m) (7)

where TMm denotes the salient feature map. Under the
guidance of TMm, we first obtain the focus decision map
using the “maximum absolute value rule”.

MAP (x, y) =

{
1, if TM1(x, y) > TM2(x, y)

0, otherwise
(8)

we then introduced a multiscale consistency verification
technique [21] to process the MAP and obtain OMP , ac-
cording to which we can integrate the focused details and
obtain the focused texture map T4.

T4(x, y) =

{
T1(x, y), if MAP (x, y) = 1

T2(x, y), otherwise
(9)

After obtaining the salient feature map TM4 of T4 using the
aforementioned feature extraction operator, the final fused
texture layer FT is constructed using the following rules:

FT =

4∑
m=3

(
TMm

TM3 + TM4
× Tm

)
(10)

3.2.2 Structure layer fusion

The structural layer contained low-frequency information
from the source image. Inspired by [31], our study consid-
ers the distribution of energy information in terms of both

the entropy and multidirectional frequency variance of the
image. Firstly, we calculate the frequency variance ψm for
each 3×3 sized discrete cosine transform (DCT) [35] block
in the structural layer.

ψm =
σθ
m

φm
(11)

where σθ
m represents the standard deviation of the DCT

blocks in four directions θ ∈ {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦}, and φm

represents the mean of σθ
m in four directions. We calcu-

lated the variance of all the blocks and then computed their
average values as the first eigenvalue of the structural layer.

The entropy of an image is used to measure its infor-
mation richness. To enable the proposed algorithm to han-
dle more complex images efficiently, we used entropy as a
second feature value for designing the structural layer fu-
sion rules. Therefore, the fused structural layer FS is con-
structed as follows.

FS =

3∑
m=1

(
Em × ψm

K
× Sm

)
(12)

where K =
∑3

m=1(Em × ψm), Em represents the entropy
of Sm.

3.3. Fusion result construction

Based on FT and FS, the final fusion result F can be
constructed.

F = FT + FS (13)

For the proposed model, the fusion process of Visible Image
A and Infrared Image can be used for the MMIF task in
the normal case, and the fusion process of Visible Image A
and Visible Image B can be used for the task of multi-focus
image fusion.

Figure 3. Examples of binary mask pairs.

4. Dataset generation
We generated a dataset by integrating the MFIF and

MMIF tasks based on two publicly available MMIF
datasets, TNO [39] and RoadScene [43]. Inspired by [17],
we first randomly generated a pair of binary masks based
on the size of the source image and subsequently used them
to blur two complementary regions in the visible images to
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simulate a realistic situation in which the focused region of
the scene is incomplete. The specific implementation is as
follows.

f1 = fclear ×M1 + fblur ×M2 (14)

f2 = fclear ×M2 + fblur ×M1 (15)

whereM1 andM2 represent a pair of complementary masks
and the blurred image fblur is obtained by convolving the
fully focused visible image fclear with a Gaussian filter ker-
nel with a standard deviation of 5. Thus, we can decompose
a fully focused visible image into a set of multi-focused
source images with complementary focus regions. Fig. 3
shows a partially randomly generated binary mask.

5. Experiment
5.1. Experimental Setting

We used seven state-of-the-art MMIF image fusion
methods for comparison, which are TarD [23], ReC [11],
CDD [49], LRR [16], SeA [37], SDD [50], and U2F [43].
All methods were tested on the source code provided by
the original authors, with a PC with a NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3060Ti GPU and a Gen Intel Core i7-13700F CPU.
Additionally, we selected six objective evaluation metrics
to assess the fusion performance of different algorithms,
which are, QG [45], QM [41], QS [25], AG [7], SF [8],
and PSNR [42]. These six metrics can be used to com-
prehensively evaluate the quality of different fusion results
from several aspects, with higher metric scores representing
better image quality.

Moreover, to ensure experimental fairness, except for the
proposed algorithm, whose input images are the multi-focus
images and the corresponding infrared images, the inputs of
the remainder of the comparison methods are only two im-
ages, the fully focused visible images and the correspond-
ing infrared images. In addition, all the images used in
this study are derived from both the TNO and RoadScene
datasets.

Figure 4. The quantitative comparison results of the proposed al-
gorithm for different values of the parameter N .

5.2. Parameter Analysis

We conducted an analysis focusing on the number of
pyramid decomposition layers, denoted as N . For this anal-
ysis, we randomly selected 20 image pairs from the Road-
Scene dataset as a quantitative comparison dataset. The
fusion performance under different N values was evalu-
ated using various metrics, and the corresponding scores are
shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal axis represents the N val-
ues, while the vertical axis represents the scores for each
metric. From the results shown in Fig. 4, it is evident that
three metrics achieved highest scores when N was set to
three. Based on this observation, we decided to set N to
three in our algorithm.

Figure 5. Ablation study of fusion rules for structural layers. The
figure shows the salient target detection results corresponding to
different source images and fusion results.

5.3. Ablation Analysis

During the structural layer fusion process, we carefully
consider the distribution of energy information from two
perspectives: entropy and frequency variance. We con-
duct ablation experiments to validate the effectiveness of
this strategy. We employ a salient target detection algo-
rithm [33] to segment the various fusion results, evaluating
their performance in extracting salient pixel information, as
shown in the Fig. 5, the fusion rule designed by considering
both perspectives demonstrates the best performance.

In addition, we introduce a novel feature extraction al-
gorithm based on pyramid scale separation. Ablation stud-
ies are conducted to assess the effectiveness of this strat-
egy. Fig. 6 presents a series of experimental results on
the RoadScene dataset. Pseudo colors are assigned to both
the source images and the fusion results for easy compar-
ison. Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that the fusion results
without pyramid scale separation lack certain detail infor-
mation and fail to highlight the texture and hierarchical de-
tails of certain objects, such as leaves. Conversely, our
proposed algorithm, leveraging multi-scale representation
through pyramids, successfully captures subtle texture in-
formation. This observation confirms that our strategy sig-
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Figure 6. Ablation analysis of the pyramid scale separation. PSS: Pyramid Scale Separation.

nificantly improves the detail-aware performance of the pro-
posed algorithm.

5.4. Comparison results on the TNO dataset

Fig. 7 shows the fusion results of the different algorithms
for a typical scene and zooms in on the local area to better
compare the useful information retained by the different al-
gorithms. The challenge for each algorithm in this scene
was to capture soldiers hidden in smoke while minimiz-
ing smoke interference in the visible image. In the high-
lighted enlarged area, TarD, ReC, CDD and SeA methods
are severely interfered by smoke, resulting in poor contrast
and inability to extract target information from the smoke.
The LRR and SDD methods rely primarily on infrared im-
age pixel information, resulting in the loss of visible image
details. In contrast, our proposed algorithm effectively ex-
tracts useful pixel in-formation from different modal images
without smoke interference and exhibits superior detail re-
tention.

Tab. 1 displays the quantitative comparison results of the
proposed algorithm and seven other methods on the TNO
dataset. The proposed algorithm outperformed the other al-
gorithms in four metrics, demonstrating its capability to ac-
curately detect clear pixels in diverse focus regions and ef-
fectively integrate information from different modalities. It
surpassed current state-of-the-art fusion algorithms in pre-
serving both detail and energy information.

Table 1. Average scores by quantitative comparison on the TNO
dataset. Bold is the best and Red is the second-best.

Methods QG QM QS AG SF PSNR
TarD [23](CVPR) 0.34 0.46 0.77 2.74 6.95 18.35
ReC [11](ECCV) 0.35 0.48 0.78 3.00 6.22 18.50
CDD [49](CVPR) 0.40 0.50 0.73 5.47 14.21 15.30
LRR [16](TPAMI) 0.33 0.41 0.68 4.34 10.43 14.68
SeA [37](Inf ) 0.31 0.37 0.69 5.84 13.88 16.18
SDD [50](TMM) 0.31 0.46 0.70 4.26 9.99 14.23
U2F [43](TPAMI) 0.42 0.54 0.83 3.44 8.01 19.21
Proposed 0.43 0.64 0.83 3.39 9.40 19.39

5.5. Comparison results on the RoadScene dataset

Fig. 8 illustrates the fusion results of various fusion algo-
rithms on a set of image pairs from the road scene dataset.

In this set, the visible images exhibit overexposure. As
shown in the red enlarged area, the fusion results of the
four methods, TarD, ReC, CDD and SeA ingest too much
pixel information from the overexposed regions, which hin-
ders the fusion results from maintaining a reasonable con-
trast. Both LRR and U2F methods were unable to rec-
ognize the weak texture information provided by the IR
images, resulting in incomplete scene information. Con-
versely, the proposed algorithm demonstrated robustness in
complex scenes, effectively extracting the salient pixel in-
formation that is crucial for advanced vision tasks, even in
the presence of scene disturbances.

Tab. 2 presents the quantitative comparison results of all
algorithms on the RoadScene dataset. The proposed algo-
rithm ranked among the top two for four metrics, demon-
strating superior fusion performance compared to the other
algorithms. Notably, CDD, SeA and U2F also exhibited
outstanding performance on this dataset, surpassing other
methods in terms of detail retention and correlation with
the source image.

Table 2. Average scores by quantitative comparison on the Road-
Scene dataset. Bold is the best and Red is the second-best.

Methods QG QM QS AG SF PSNR
TarD [23](CVPR) 0.35 0.41 0.75 4.17 10.45 15.03
ReC [11](ECCV) 0.33 0.39 0.74 3.80 9.10 15.35
CDD [49](CVPR) 0.46 0.42 0.75 6.78 18.90 14.01
LRR [16](TPAMI) 0.32 0.36 0.59 4.64 12.37 11.81
SeA [37](Inf ) 0.46 0.47 0.77 6.52 16.69 13.61
SDD [50](TMM) 0.37 0.39 0.74 4.38 10.44 12.89
U2F [43](TPAMI) 0.49 0.45 0.81 4.64 11.42 16.21
Proposed 0.50 0.57 0.80 4.97 13.57 16.17

5.6. Comparison results on the PET-MRI dataset

We extend our experiments to multi-modal medical im-
age fusion (MEIF) to investigate the generalization capabil-
ity of the proposed algorithm. For MEIF, we can represent
the model as a fusion process of visible images A and in-
frared images. We utilize the Harvard Medical School pub-
lic database 1 as the dataset for this experiment, which con-
tains 100 pairs of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
positron emission tomography (PET) images.

1http://www.med.harvard.edu/aanlib/home.html
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Figure 7. Qualitative comparison results of different algorithms on a set of typical image pairs in the TNO dataset.

Figure 8. Qualitative comparison results of different algorithms on a set of typical image pairs in the RoadScene dataset.

Tab. 3 presents the quantitative comparison experiments
between proposed algorithm and four state-of-the-art MEIF
algorithms (LRD [18], ReC [11], MATR [38], U2F [43])

on the PET-MRI fusion task. As shown in Tab. 3, proposed
method outperforms the comparison method and achieves
the highest score on all indexes. The results show that the
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Figure 9. Visual comparison of different algorithms on other computer vision tasks.

proposed algorithm integrates useful information from dif-
ferent modal medical images and can be used to assist doc-
tors in clinical diagnosis.

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of five methods on PET-MRI
fusion task. Bold is the best and Red is the second-best.

Methods QG QM QS AG SF PSNR

LRD [18](TIM) 0.25 0.08 0.25 9.04 27.63 8.32
MATR [38](TIP) 0.64 0.27 0.54 9.13 28.04 13.07
ReC [11](ECVV) 0.62 0.17 0.80 9.08 25.46 13.77
U2F [43](TPAMI) 0.41 0.11 0.33 3.71 11.08 10.98
Proposed 0.73 0.61 0.89 9.84 31.75 14.13

5.7. Applications in other computer vision tasks

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of the pro-
posed fusion method in other computer vision tasks: object
detection and depth estimation. The target detection task
is implemented using YoloV4 [1], while the depth estima-
tion task is based on MiDaS [34]. Among the algorithms
evaluated, only SeA, U2F, and the proposed algorithm are
able to accurately detect all significant target information
within the scene. Other algorithms, such as ReC, CDD, and
LRR, exhibit varying degrees of detection errors. Fig. 9 il-
lustrates that CDD, SeA, and SDD all fall short in providing
improved depth information. In contrast, our proposed al-
gorithm surpasses all compared algorithms by effectively
leveraging advanced task-driven approaches. It provides

comprehensive and accurate semantic and depth informa-
tion for the scene, thereby greatly assisting in advanced vi-
sion tasks.

6. Conclusion
To solve the problems of incomplete image focus regions

and difficulties in capturing salient information specific to
different modalities simultaneously, a focused information
integration framework for MMIF is proposed in this study.
The proposed method first decomposes the source image
into structural and textural components using the SSF. To
fuse the texture layer, we employ a multi-scale feature de-
tection guided by a pyramid, while energy information in
the structural layer is extracted considering pixel distribu-
tion in multiple directions and using an effective fusion
strategy based on entropy. Extensive experimental results
show that the proposed method can yield the cutting-edge
performance than current techniques. This study not only
effectively synthesises two different types of image fusion
tasks, multi-focus and multi-modal, but also shows strong
potential for other computer vision tasks include object de-
tection and depth estimation.
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